GERIACTORS THEATRE
We are an intergenerational theatre company in Edmonton, Alberta. Our
mission is to engage seniors in theatre and performance activities, and to
produce theatre of meaning for our performers and audiences.
We develop original plays based on true stories and issues of aging. Our
performers range in age from early twenties to nineties. Every year, we
perform for seniors, families, caregivers, healthcare providers, policy makers,
students and the general public.

OUR NEW AUDIO PLAY

WAY BACK

A kaleidoscope of true stories –
growing up during WWII, farm life in
Alberta and Sri Lanka, birth and
motherhood, growing up in Trinidad,
and more – Way Back remembers the
moments of joy, hardship, triumph and
magic we all experience.

While Covid-19 presented many
challenges, it also inspired new ways of
sharing stories and connecting with
audiences. In 2021, we produced our
first audio play, Way Back, bringing our
stories to life in a new way and engaging
audiences from all over.

HOW TO LISTEN
> Our Online Shop
Way Back is available to listen to
through our online shop at
geriactors.ca/shop. "Name Your Price"
and gain access to the play for 30 days.

AudioGeris
AUDIO PLAYS
BY GERIACTORS

> Book a Listening Session
Organize a unique and engaging virtual
event. Listen to the play with others, and
have the opportunity to share your
thoughts and stories too.
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IN 2021 WE HOSTED
SEVEN PERFORMANCES
OF WAY BACK
LIVE ON ZOOM

WHAT OUR
AUDIENCES SAID
"What a trip through history!"
"It reminded me of my own farm days in
rural Manitoba."
"Every story was a fabulous exposition
of a moment in time. It was very
touching."

CONTACT
US

Learn more about our
audio play Way Back,
our AudioGeris program, and how you
can get involved.

"The material was so relevant - we've
been through so many defining
moments and we can get through the
one we're in now."
"I watched it with my 3 year old. She
loved it!"

AUDIENCE
160 people watched the live shows
over Zoom in May and June

"I listened to it like a radio play (one of
my favourite things to do with my first
transistor radio way back in the 50's)."
"The performance was truly heart
warming!"

LOCATIONS
Audiences watched from Edmonton,
Fort McMurray, Wetaskiwin, Red Deer,
Calgary, Lethbridge, BC, Quebec,
Ontario, Newfoundland, South
Carolina, Trinidad, the UK, and
Australia

ORGANIZATIONS
We performed for Seniors' Centre
Without Walls, Drive Happiness, the
Sage Seniors Association, the Town
of Calmar, and more

GERIACTORS.CA
geriactors.friends@gmail.com
@GeriActors
@geriactors

